THE BEEF TONGUE
Once upon a time, the great god Obatala was trying to decide who should be
the new ruler of the world. He had his helper Orula in mind, but he wasn’t sure
if Orula was up for the task as he was still young and lacking in experience. In
the end, he decided to put Orula’s wisdom and readiness to a test. He sent for
him and asked him to cook the best dish in the world.
Young Orula went to the market and looked carefully at what the merchants
had to offer. There were many peculiar delicacies to make tasty dishes from,
but he left with only a cow tongue. After coming home, he cooked the tongue
with various vegetables and a tasty sauce and brought it to Obatala. Obatala ate
it quickly and enjoyed it very much, but something was troubling him.
“Why did you choose a cow tongue, of all things, when you had so many other
choices?” he asked Orula.
“Oh, great Obatala. I chose a tongue because it is very powerful. It allows us to
praise good deeds, to announce merry news and to show people the right path.
A tongue can build trust and bring prosperity to a whole country.” He nodded
his head, modestly, as the other helpers applauded his wise words.
“All you say is true,” said Obatala, thinking to himself that Orula was truly wise
and seemed ready to rule the world.
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He wanted to be sure, though, so he decided to give Orula one more task.
He told him: “You prepared the best dish for me. Now I want you to bring me the
worst.”
Orula went to the local market once again and carefully looked at everything
the merchants were selling. He stopped at all sorts of vegetables, venison, and
cackling hens... But in the end, he decided to buy another cow tongue and prepare
it the same way as before. When he was ready, he brought the food to Obatala.
Obatala was very surprised. He examined the meal Orula had put before him
and was silent for a long time before asking,
“When I wanted the best dish in the world, you brought me a tongue. Now I
wanted you to bring me the worst dish in the world and you yet again serve me a
tongue? Explain yourself!”
“Oh, great Obatala. I chose a tongue again because it is very powerful. It can
disappoint someone, betray their trust, and destroy their confidence. A tongue
can ruin someone’s good name, even betray a whole country,” explained Orula.
Obatala was taken aback by how wise Orula was despite his young age, and
without hesitation named him the new ruler of the whole world.

